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Abstract

Background A comprehensive clinical long-term survey

over the complete spectrum of neuroblatoma disease is

lacking in the literature.

Objective Our objective was to describe the incidence, risk

profiles, therapies, and outcomes for the total cohort of

German patients with neuroblastoma including all clinical

stages and risk groups.

Methods Epidemiological, clinical, and outcome data of

neuroblastoma patients who participated in one of the six

consecutive national trials between 1979 and 2015 were

analyzed retrospectively.

Results Of all German neuroblastoma patients known to the

national childhood cancer registry, ninety seven percent

enrolled in one of the trials. The absolute neuroblastoma rate

has increased slightly, whereas the median age at diagnosis

has decreased. Except for the screening period (1995–2000),

the risk factors lactate dehydrogenase (LDH), ferritin,

chromosome 1p, and the MYCN oncogene have remained

largely constant, with the exception of an increase inMYCN

amplification at stage 4 for those agedC18 months between

trials NB97 (27%) and NB2004 (35%). The 10-year overall

survival increased in patients with stage 1–3 neuroblastoma

from 83 to 91%, for stage 4S from 80 to 85%, and for stage 4

agedC18 months from 2 to 38%. The fraction of patients in

stages 1–3 who never received chemotherapy (neither for

frontline nor at recurrence) increased from 35 to 60%. The

proportion of macroscopically complete surgical resections

of the primary tumor decreased for the total population as

well as for patients with stage 4 aged C18 months. The

impact of chemotherapy response on the outcome was trial

dependent. The overall proportion of toxic death during the

time of the protocol therapy was 6% for stage 4 patients aged

C18 months and 2% for low-/intermediate-risk patients. The

most frequently reported late sequelae in stage 4 patients

agedC18 months were renal dysfunctions, hypothyroidism,

major hearing impairment, and second malignancies.

Conclusion The body of data for incidences, risk profiles,

and survival rates from this survey of more than 37 years

provides a useful perspective for future studies on neu-

roblastoma sub-cohorts.

Key Points

The incidence of neuroblastoma increased slightly in

Germany between 1986 and 2015.

Total event-free and overall survival increased

significantly, although the levels achieved in the

high-risk group are still unsatisfactory.

Improved understanding of risk groups has led to

reduced treatment intensity in the low-risk group and

to increased intensity in the high-risk group.
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1 Introduction

Neuroblastoma is a childhood cancer with remarkably

divergent courses. Spontaneous regressions, chemother-

apy-induced or spontaneous maturation, and highly

malignant tumor progressions are nowadays seen in a

predictable number of patients. Recent years have seen

improved understanding of the molecular characteristics of

neuroblastomas and their association with clinical out-

comes [1, 2]. This has resulted in a complex system with

many subcategories [3, 4]. However, a comprehensive

overview of a well-defined national cohort for the complete

spectrum of the disease is lacking.

Therefore, the aim of this survey was to describe the

incidence, risk profiles, therapies, and outcomes for the

total cohort of German patients with neuroblastomas with

all clinical stages and risk groups. The data from this

research may provide a perspective for future studies that

are conducted mainly in neuroblastoma sub-cohorts.

2 Patients and Methods

2.1 Cohort of Analyzed Patients

Patients with newly diagnosed neuroblastomas were

reported primarily to the central German Childhood Cancer

Registry at the University of Mainz. If the ‘‘wish to par-

ticipate in trial’’ box was checked by the parents or the

patient, the trial office received this information and then

interacted directly with the treating institutions (which

included informed consent, randomization, and reporting).

2.1.1 Epidemiological Cohort

Neuroblastoma incidence rates were calculated for periods

between 1986 and 2015 on the basis of 3811 cases from the

German Childhood Registry and yearly annual German

public population numbers for children. Patients who had

indicated consent to participate in the trials but lived out-

side of Germany were excluded. The number of cases

before 1986 was not complete enough to allow epidemio-

logical analysis.

2.1.2 Trial Cohorts

A total of 4459 consecutive patients were registered for the

national trials NB79, NB82, NB85, NB90, NB97, and

NB2004 of the German Society of Pediatric Oncology and

Hematology (GPOH). The data were retrospectively ana-

lyzed. The patients represent 96.6% of all patients known

to the central German Childhood Cancer Registry at the

University of Mainz [5]. The time period for recruitment

spanned from 1 July 1979 to 31 December 2015. The data

lock for follow-up was 30 September 2016. To cover the

full spectrum of the disease, none of the registered patients

was excluded, even when the recommended treatment

elements could not be applied. All protocols were approved

by the ethics committees of the Universities of Gießen

(NB79, NB82, NB85) or Cologne (NB90, NB97, NB2004)

as leading institutions, and approval was confirmed by the

local ethics committees. Up to 85 institutions recruited

patients and reported the relevant data to the trial office.

Informed consent was obtained from the participants at the

local treatment site and was a prerequisite to register in the

trials.

2.2 Diagnostic Criteria

The diagnosis of neuroblastoma was established according

to international criteria [6]. Diagnostic meta-123iodine

benzylguanidine (mIBG) scintigraphy and central bone

marrow review were introduced into the regular diagnostic

work-up in 1985. The type of radiological imaging tech-

niques was left to the discretion of the local physicians of

the participating hospitals. Bone marrow cytology

remained the standard for the detection of tumor cell

infiltration in the bone marrow throughout the data col-

lection periods. Immunocytochemistry, using anti-GD2

antibody staining, was introduced in 1987 as a supple-

mentary tool. Bone metastasis was defined as radiological

evidence of bone lesions by X-ray or computed tomogra-

phy (CT) in trials NB79–NB85, and by distinct and

superimposable skeletal scintigraphic uptake of
99mTechnetium and 123I mIBG in trials NB90–NB97. In

trial NB2004, skeletal investigations were performed via

mIBG scintigraphy only. Difficult discrimination between

bone marrow and bone involvement by mIBG scintigraphy

led to a new radiodiagnostic definition of ‘‘osteomedullary

metastasis,’’ which comprises bone marrow and bone.

Bone marrow cytology was not used to define ‘‘os-

teomedullary metastasis.’’ Intracranial metastasis com-

prised metastases to the brain or the meninges, detection of

tumor cells in the cerebrospinal fluid, and significant

extension of a tumor lesion from the skull into the brain.

Intracranial metastasis therefore is a wider definition than

intracerebral metastasis.

2.3 Risk factors and Risk Groups

Serum lactate dehydrogenase (LDH, since 1979) and serum

ferritin (since 1982) were investigated at the local site

using age-related reference values for the categorization as

‘‘abnormal’’ versus ‘‘normal’’ [7].MYCN amplification (C5
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times of the normal reference) was analyzed twice in two

different laboratories using two of the three available

techniques (Southern blot, polymerase chain reaction, flu-

orescence in situ hybridization) since 1990 [8]. Chromo-

some 1p status (deletion, imbalance, normal) was also

determined twice by fluorescence in situ hybridization in

two different laboratories [9].

Risk group definitions of trials NB79, NB82, and NB85

were based only on the stage (stages 1–3 vs. 4S vs. 4). In

trial NB90, additional clinical risk factors (serum LDH

elevation, age C9 months, and no more than biopsy of the

primary tumor) discriminated stage 3 into A/B or C/D

(Table S1 in the Electronic Supplementary Material

[ESM]). From trial NB90 onwards, MYCN amplification

qualified a patient for the high-risk group regardless of the

stage. In trial NB2004, chromosome 1p aberrations (dele-

tion, imbalance) of stage 2 and 3 tumors resulted in an

upstaging from the observation to the intermediate-risk

group. Infants with stage 4 neuroblastoma were treated as

high risk in the NB79–NB97 trials and as intermediate risk

in the NB2004 trial.

For the survival analysis, the high-risk group was con-

fined to stage 4 and aged C18 months at diagnosis or to

MYCN-amplified neuroblastoma at any stage and any age.

2.4 Staging

Evans’ staging system [10] was used for trials NB79–NB85

(Roman numerals) and the International Neuroblastoma

Staging System (INSS) [6] for trials NB90–NB2004

(Arabic numerals). For simplicity, both staging systems are

reported in Arabic numerals in this article. Throughout all

the trials for stage 4S, the German neuroblastoma group

accepted larger primary tumors (stage 3 tumors) and unu-

sual metastatic sites (e.g., distant lymph nodes, intracere-

bral lesions, single small mIBG osteomedullary uptake

spots in otherwise typical stage 4S disease pattern). This

differs from the strict 4S definitions but is regarded as

compatible with its basic biological character of regression

and remained constant over the study period (except for the

extension of the age from 12 to 18 months in trial

NB2004). Compared with other series, the German stage

4S category included a portion of infants with stage 4

characteristics as defined by INSS. Infants with unam-

biguous bony metastases were always classified as stage 4.

2.5 Remission Criteria

The INSS remission status [6] was used prospectively for

trials NB90–NB2004. For patients in trials NB79–NB85,

only the categories ‘‘complete remission’’ (CR; complete

tumor disappearance), ‘‘partial remission’’ (PR; [50%

disappearance, but detectable residuals), ‘‘no remission’’

(\50% disappearance), and ‘‘progression’’ (enlarged or

new tumor) were available. The remission status was

evaluated after three cycles in trials NB79–85, after four

cycles in trials NB90–97, and after two cycles in trial

NB2004.

2.6 Neuroblastoma Screening

Urine screening for catecholamine metabolites to detect

early neuroblastoma was offered to children at approxi-

mately 1 year of age in 6 of 16 German States from 1995 to

2000 [11].

2.7 Structure of Chemotherapy Cycles

and Measurement of Time Intervals

Details of the designations and the structure of

chemotherapy cycles are given in Table S1 in the ESM.

Time intervals between chemotherapeutic cycles were

considered as indirect measurements of dose intensity and

toxicity. This is possible because the criteria to start the

next cycle were roughly stable from trial to trial.

2.8 Surgical Therapy

Complete tumor resection or maximal debulking were

intended, but risky procedures or mutilations (e.g.,

nephrectomy) had to be avoided. Complete resection was

defined as macroscopical complete tumor removal, allow-

ing microscopic residuals. Incomplete resection comprised

all conditions with macroscopic residual tumor described

by the surgeon or the radiologist. Biopsy refers to sampling

of tumor tissue without removal of a substantial portion of

the tumor. Although the aggressiveness of the surgical

approach decreased over the decades, the removal of a vital

tumor (actively accumulating contrast medium or mIBG)

was recommended throughout all trials.

2.9 Radiotherapy

Radiotherapy was applied to high-risk cases with unre-

sected primary tumors that presented as vital at the end of

induction chemotherapy or during consolidation treat-

ment (Table S4 in the ESM). In trial NB90, up to four bony

metastases were additionally irradiated. In trials NB97 and

NB2004, mIBG radiotherapy and percutaneous irradiation

were used as part of the myeloablative regimen if patients

had mIBG-positive lesions (primary tumors and/or metas-

tases) at the end of induction chemotherapy. In trial NB85,

patients received three cycles of frontline mIBG therapy

without stem cell rescue.

Incidence, Survival, and Treatment of Neuroblastoma 579



2.10 Treatment of Low- and Intermediate-Risk

Patients

Therapeutic principles for patients with low- and interme-

diate-risk disease are outlined in Tables S2 (stages 1–3)

and S3 (stage 4S) in the ESM. In general, therapeutic

restraint was increasingly applied in view of the growing

recognition of a significant potential for spontaneous

regression. Initial surgical intervention was always rec-

ommended to remove a localized tumor or at least to obtain

biopsy tissue for histological and molecular diagnosis.

Front-line chemotherapy was recommended for stage 1

tumors only if they were MYCN amplified.

Stage 2 neuroblastomas with regional lymph node

involvement received reduced chemotherapy in trials

NB85 and NB90. In trial NB97, unresected stage 2 tumors

received four cycles of chemotherapy. In trial NB2004,

chemotherapy was given only to patients with organ- or

life-threatening symptoms (until relief).

Patients with stage 3 tumors were considered to have

‘‘advanced disease’’ in the 1980s and early 1990s and were

treated aggressively. This was in contrast to an observation

strategy of patients aged 0–1 year with stage 3 in trials

NB97 and NB2004. Patients with stage 3 (patients aged

C2 years, 1p aberration, and/or MYCN amplification) were

treated in the intermediate- or high-risk group.

Infants with stage 4S neuroblastoma (Table S3 in the

ESM) who presented with organ- or life -threatening

symptoms received immediate chemotherapy to alleviate

the symptoms and to induce regression. Chemotherapy was

stopped as soon as symptoms improved or regression was

evident.

2.11 Treatment of High-Risk Patients

The different treatment programs for patients with high-

risk neuroblastoma are shown in Fig. S1 in the ESM.

Details of the chemotherapy cycles and of other treatment

elements are given in Tables S2 and S4, respectively, in the

ESM. After diagnosis, cyclic chemotherapy was given to

relieve symptoms and to induce remission. If a residual

tumor was present after induction chemotherapy, surgical

resection, or, in case of unresectability, radiotherapy was

recommended. Subsequent consolidation therapy varied

over time and included interferon b, anti-GD2 antibody,

myeloablative therapy with autologous stem cell trans-

plantation, maintenance chemotherapy, and retinoic acid.

2.12 Late Sequelae

Late sequelae were defined as side effects reported to the

trial office more than 1 year after diagnosis and excluded

short-term toxicities. Second malignancies were included

at any time without restriction from diagnosis to the end of

follow-up or to the data lock, whichever occurred first. The

grading system of common terminology criteria for toxicity

was not applied throughout all the trials because it limited

the analysis. Local physicians reported what they regarded

as ‘‘significant’’ for the patients during trials NB79–NB85.

Trials NB90 and NB97 used the common World Health

Organization (WHO) toxicity criteria [12], and trial

NB2004 used the Common Terminology Criteria for

Adverse Events (CTCAE) version 3.0 criteria [13]. Grades

2–4 were regarded as significant. Only ototoxicity was

evaluated according to the Brock criteria [14], and Brock

grades 3–4 were regarded as significant.

2.13 Statistical Analysis

Age standardized incidence rates (ASRs) were computed

using the Segi-world standard. Trend analyses were per-

formed using Poisson log-linear modeling with age group

indicators and an indicator for the screening period in the

model. An estimated rate ratio (RR) of the deviation of

the screening period from the overall trend is given, as

well as an RR for trend per 10 calendar years. For

‘‘year’’, the default model was untransformed, and trans-

formations were done as described in Royston and

Sauerbrei [15]. When a transformation was a better fit,

RRs were given for the comparison of 2010 versus 2000

(screening adjusted). RRs are supplemented with a 95%

confidence interval (CI).

The IBM SPSS statistic package version 24 was used for

the analyses. Frequencies were analyzed using the v2 test

according to Pearson. For time trends of frequency esti-

mations, the Jonckheere–Terpstra and the Cochrane–Ar-

mitage tests were employed. For comparison of the

Kaplan–Meier survival estimations, the log rank test was

applied. Event-free survival (EFS) was calculated from the

day of histological diagnosis to an event or date of last

information if no event occurred. Event was defined as

tumor progression or death for any reason for EFS and

death for any reason for overall survival (OS).

3 Results

3.1 Time Trends of Incidence and Relative

Frequency of Participants in Clinical Trials

The population-based median annual age standardized

incidence rate (ASR) of neuroblastoma per million children

per year in Germany between the periods 1980 and 2015

was 13.2 (minimum 8.7 [1981], incomplete registration;

maximum 17.8 [2000], last year of screening trial). For

stages 1–3, the median ASR was 6.3 (minimum 3.3 [1981];
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maximum 9.5 [2000]), and for stage 4, it was 4.6 (mini-

mum 2.6 [1985]; maximum 6.6 [2000]).

The age-adjusted regression curve (Fig. 1) shows an

increase in crude neuroblastoma incidence rates during the

period of neuroblastoma screening (RR 1.26; 95% CI

1.17–1.36), with a 7% increase per 10 years for neurob-

lastoma (RR/10 years 1.07; 95% CI 1.03–1.12; data

adjusted for the screening period). Much of the increase

resulted mainly from stage 1–3 diagnoses (RR during

screening 1.40; 2010 vs. 2000 RR 1.10; 95% CI

1.04–1.15). This was particularly evident for the group

aged 1 to\2 years for stage 1–3 tumors, which showed a

screening-adjusted increase of 20% from 2000 to 2010 (RR

2010 vs. 2000 1.20; 95% CI 1.03–1.40). The incidence of

neuroblastoma stage 4S (\1 year of age) increased by 14%

(RR 2010 vs. 2000 1.14; 95% CI 1.07–1.21), with a flat-

tening curve in recent years. No significant change was

observed over time for the total group of children with

stage 4 neuroblastoma, neither during the screening period

nor afterwards (RR 2010 vs. 2000 0.98, 95% CI

0.91–1.06). Among stage 4 patients, patients aged\1 year

showed a small increase of 3% over a 10-year period (RR

1.03; 95% CI 0.93–1.14) and for the children aged 1

to\2 years, a 12% decrease in neuroblastoma incidence

per 10-year period (RR 0.88; 95% CI 0.75–1.03) was

observed. Overall, no change in incidence of stage 4

patients was seen, whereas an increase in localized stages

and stage 4S was observed.

The percentage of patients who were resident in Ger-

many, known to the nationwide German Childhood Cancer

Registry during the periods 1980–2015 and participated in

the neuroblastoma trials was 96.6%. The coverage was less

during the early 1980s, reached more than 90% during the

period 1985–1994, and was consistently C98% from 1995

to 2015.

3.2 Frequencies of Stages, Age at Diagnosis,

and Time to Diagnosis

A total of 4463 patients were enrolled into one of the

nationwide trials between 1979 and 2015. Table 1 shows

the number of patients in the trials and the relative stage

distribution. Half of the cohort (51%) had localized/re-

gional neuroblastoma stages (1–3), roughly 11% stage 4S,

and 38% stage 4 disease. The proportion of stage 1–3

increased during the neuroblastoma screening period [11].

Patients with neuroblastoma were diagnosed at an ear-

lier age in more recent years (Table 2). The median age at

diagnosis decreased from 23 months during 1980–1984 to

15 months during 2010–2014. The drop occurred contin-

uously but was particularly evident during and following

the neuroblastoma screening period (NB97 and NB2004).

The median age at diagnosis is now 10 months for stages

1–3 and 32 months for stage 4 (stage 4 restricted to

C18 months: 39 months). The median age at diagnosis of

stage 4S disease was 2.5 months for all 482 registered

patients.

The time from the first reported symptom to the final

neuroblastoma diagnosis was 13 days in stage 4S; 21 days

in low- and intermediate-risk disease; 30 days in stage 4

cases aged C18 months; and 24 days for all patients.

Asymptomatic cases were excluded for this calculation.

The frequency of asymptomatic cases, found during routine

examinations of the health status or for unrelated medical

conditions, increased continuously from 12% (1980–1985)

to a maximum of 44% during 1995–1999 (main screening

period). From 2000 to 2014, the frequency of patients

without symptoms remained high (34–36%).

3.3 Frequencies of Primary and Metastatic Sites

The percentage of patients with an unknown primary tumor

site decreased from 4.2 to 0.8% (Table S6 in the ESM). A

total of 50% of the primaries were found at the adrenal site,

Fig. 1 Incidence rates of neuroblastoma per million children in

Germany 1980–2014 aged 0–14 years. Trend fitted 1986–2014,

adjusted for population age distribution, German reunification, and

screening trial

Table 1 Stage distribution by trial

Trial Na Stages 1–3 (%) Stage 4S (%) Stage 4 (%)

NB79 188 42.5 10.6 46.8

NB82 215 47.4 09.8 42.8

NB85 405 48.9 09.1 42.0

NB90 933 48.2 10.1 41.7

NB97b 1200 57.9 09.9 32.2

NB2004 1518 50.4 12.6 37.0

NB79–2004 4459 51.3 10.8 37.8

a Stage information not available for four patients
b Neuroblastoma screening (1995–2000) and infants’ regression

observation trial (1995–2004) had an influence on the stage distri-

bution of the NB97 trial
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29% at other abdominal sites (including pelvic), 16% at

thoracic sites, and 4% at cervical sites. The order of the

frequencies for the primary sites remained stable through-

out the trials.

The frequencies of metastatic sites are listed in Table S7

in the ESM. Stage 4 patients aged C18 months presented

with bone marrow metastases in 89% and bone metastases

in 65% of cases. Lymph nodes were involved in 21% of

cases, liver in 13%, intracranial sites in 6%, lungs or pleura

in 5%, and skin in\1%. In total, 95% of all patients had

metastases in the bone marrow and/or bones (os-

teomedullary). This figure was remarkably stable over the

trials (range 92–98%). Time trends were observed for an

increased detection of metastases in bone marrow (by

cytology plus imaging techniques) and in lung/pleura sites.

A decreasing frequency was seen for liver metastases and

bone lesions.

3.4 Frequencies of Risk Factors

Determination of MYCN amplification has been recom-

mended as the initial diagnostic tool for neuroblastoma

since 1990. In total, 9% of patients with localized neu-

roblastoma, 10% with stage 4S disease, and 40% of

children with stage 4 aged\18 months had MYCN-am-

plified neuroblastoma (Table 3). The combined low- and

intermediate-risk group (stages 1–3 all ages, stage 4S, stage

4 aged\18 months) had MYCN amplification in 13% of

the cases. Clinical high-risk neuroblastoma (stage 4 aged

C18 months) showed MYCN amplification in 31% of

cases. In this subgroup, an increase from trial NB97 (27%)

to trial NB2004 (35%) was observed (p = 0.026). All other

differences were not statistically significant.

Table 4 demonstrates that abnormal elevations of LDH

(in 60% of the patients), ferritin (in 36% of the patients),

and chromosome 1p aberrations (in 28% of the patients)

were found across all patients. Children with low- and

intermediate-risk disease (stages 1–3, stage 4S, stage 4

aged\18 months) had fewer LDH abnormalities (46%),

ferritin elevations (24%), and chromosome 1p aberrations

(21%) than patients with stage 4 aged C18 months (LDH

abnormal in 92%, ferritin in 64%, and chromosome 1p

aberrant in 50%). With the exception of the screening

period that included more low-risk patients (trial NB97),

the proportions of abnormal LDH, ferritin, and chromo-

some 1p aberrations did not differ between the studies,

indicating that the risk profile of the patients with neu-

roblastoma was mostly constant throughout the trials.

Table 2 Median age (months) at diagnosis by time period, 1980–2014

Period N Stages 1–3 and 4 aged\18 mo Stage 4S Stage 4 aged[18 mo All

Median Min–max Median Min–max Median Min–max Median Min–max

1980–84 334 13.0 0–207 1.6 0.1–8 40.0 19.4–242 22.7 0–242

1985–89 413 13.3 0–231 2.0 0–15 38.6 18.2–143 19.0 0–231

1990–94 653 11.8 0–232 1.9 0–11 39.6 18.2–215 17.8 0–232

1995–99 820 13.5 0–206 2.1 0–11 43.5 18.3–250 15.1 0–250

2000–04 715 11.4 0–253 2.9 0–10 40.8 18.8–247 15.0 0–253

2005–09 684 11.4 0–248 3.9 0–16 42.1 18.3–255 16.1 0–255

2010–14 665 10.3 0–306 2.7 0–12 39.2 18.4–251 15.1 0–306

All 4284 12.2 0–306 2.5 0–16 40.6 18.2–255 16.1 0–306

Jonckheere–Terpstra test P\ 0.001 P = 0.005 P = 0.947 P\ 0.001

Table 3 Frequencies of MYCN amplification in 3251 patients with neuroblastomaa by trial

Trial N Stage 1–3 Stage 4S Stage 4 and aged

\18 mo

Stages 1–3/4S/4 aged

\18 mo

Stage 4 and aged

C18 mo

All

n/N % n/N % n/N % n/N % n/N % n/N %

NB90 630 30/301 10.0 8/62 12.9 25/65 38.5 63/428 14.7 60/202 29.7 123/630 19.5

NB97 1174 56/684 8.2 10/111 9.0 41/101 40.6 107/896 11.9 75/278 27.0 182/1174 15.5

NB2004 1447 59/714 8.2 21/175 12.0 52/130 40.0 132/1019 13.0 150/428 35.0 282/1447 19.5

All 3251 145/1699 8.5 39/348 11.2 118/296 39.9 302/2343 12.9 285/909 31.3 587/3251 18.1

n number of patients with MYCN amplification per group, N number of patients per group (stage, age)
a MYCN data missing in additional 398 patients (10.9%)
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3.5 Remission Proportions after Induction

Chemotherapy

Figure 2 shows the categories of achieved remission after

induction chemotherapy for patients with stage 4 disease

who were aged C18 months by trial. Considering all trials

together, 16% of patients achieved complete or very good

partial remission after initial chemotherapy (range 6–29%),

and 78% achieved partial or mixed remission or

stable disease (range 61–89%). In 6% (range 2–10%), the

tumor progressed or death occurred. Considerable fluctua-

tions between the trials were observed; however, trends for

improvements over time were not detected.

3.6 Frequencies of Extent of Primary Tumor

Resections

Complete macroscopic removal with and without micro-

scopic residuals was achieved in 64% of 3985 evaluable

patients (all stages, best result counted in case of more

than one operation). A total of 22% had an incomplete

resection at best, and 14% of patients had a biopsy.

Comparing trials NB97 and NB2004, the number of

complete resections decreased (from 70 to 55%), whereas

the proportion of incomplete resections increased (from

20 to 23%) and the proportion of biopsies increased (from

10 to 22%).

Details of the resectability for the regional stages 1, 2, 3,

and for stage 4S are not presented in this report because of

the impact of spontaneous regression on the surgical

decision. For patients with stage 4 disease aged

C18 months, in 63% of the patients, the primary tumor was

completely removed; in 27%, there was incomplete

resection; and in 10% of the patients, only a biopsy was

performed. Complete resections reached a maximum of

75% in trial NB97 (incomplete resections 18%, biopsies

7%) but decreased in the most recent trial NB2004 (58%

complete, 32% incomplete, 9% biopsy) (Fig. 3).

3.7 Frequencies of Sparing Chemotherapy

for Patients with Low- and Intermediate-Risk

Disease

The concept of avoiding chemotherapy has been applied to

an increasingly greater number of patients (Tables S2 and

S3 in the ESM). Figure 4 shows the increasing percentage

of patients who never received chemotherapy, neither at

initial treatment nor, in the event of recurrence or pro-

gression, for second-line therapy. In trials NB79 and NB82,

17% of patients with stage 4S and 35% of stage 1–3 disease

(all ages) received no chemotherapy. The figures increased

to 41% for stage 4S and to 60% for stages 1–3 (NB2004).

3.8 Event-Free and Overall Survival

The 10-year EFS of all 4463 patients was 57%, increasing

from 44% (NB79) to 55% (NB2004). The 10-year OS was

Table 4 Frequency of risk

factors in neuroblastoma cases

(all stages) by trial

Trial LDH abnormal Ferritin abnormal 1p aberration or 1p imbalance

n/N % n/N % n/N %

NB79 62/84 73.8 2/5 40.0 NA

NB82 122/181 67.4 59/151 39.1 NA

NB85 222/349 63.6 128/312 41.0 NA

NB90 557/875 63.7 270/749 36.0 100/325 30.8

NB97 611/1132 54.0 292/926 31.5 212/842 25.2

NB2004 858/1432 59.9 414/1110 37.3 399/1344 29.7

All 2432/4053 60.0 1165/3253 35.8 711/2511 28.3

Cochrane–Armitage test \0.001 0.292 0.512

LDH lactate dehydrogenase, n number of patients with abnormal values compared to age-related reference

values, N number of patients with available data, NA not applicable
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Fig. 2 Frequencies of achieved remission categories after induction

chemotherapy in 1139 patients with stage 4 neuroblastoma

aged C18 months by trial. CR complete remission, MR mixed

response, PR partial remission, SD stable disease, VGPR very good

partial remission
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67% for all patients, increasing from 46% (NB79) to 72%

(NB2004) (Fig. 5a, b; Tables S8 and S9 in the ESM).

3.8.1 Survival by Stage

Children with localized neuroblastoma (stages 1–3) had

similar rates of EFS throughout the trials. OS increased by

roughly 8% (Table S9 in the ESM), although the thera-

peutic intensity decreased (Table S2 in the ESM).

Infants with stage 4S had a 10-year EFS of 74% and a

10-year OS of 85%. The lowest 10-year EFS was 67%

(NB82), and the highest was 76% (NB97 and NB2004).

The 10-year OS proportions increased from 71% (NB82) to

87% (NB2004) despite reduced chemotherapeutic intensity

(Table S3 in the ESM).

Stage 4 patients aged C18 months with and without

MYCN amplification improved from a 3% 10-year EFS

(NB79) to 29% (NB97) and 24% (NB2004). The 10-year

OS increased from 2% (NB79) to 33% (NB97) and 38%

(NB2004) (Fig. 5c, d; Tables S8 and S9 in the ESM).

3.8.2 Survival by MYCN Amplification

Figure 5e, f demonstrate that the outcome was inferior for

patients with MYCN amplification and stage 4 aged

C18 months (10-year EFS 21%, 10-year OS 26%) com-

pared with stages 1, 2, 3, 4S, and 4 aged\18 months (10-

year EFS 37%, 10-year OS 48%) (log-rank test for EFS

p = 0.005, for OS p = 0.002). In the MYCN-amplified

group, the EFS was not influenced by single stages 1, 2, 3,

and 4S (range 40–51%), with the exception of patients with

stage 4 disease aged\18 months, who had a lower 10-year

EFS (29%) (Table S8 in the ESM). In contrast, OS was

stage dependent in MYCN-amplified cases: the 10-year OS

was 92% for stage 1, 57% and 56% for stages 2 and 3, 41%

for stage 4S, and 37% for stage 4 aged\18 months (log-

rank p\ 0.001) (Table S9 in the ESM). Notably, the fre-

quency of MYCN amplification in the group of patients

with stage 4 aged\18 months was 40% (Table 3).

If the MYCN oncogene was non-amplified, children with

stage 4 aged[18 months had clearly inferior EFS and OS

compared with all other stage/age groups (Fig. S2,

Tables S8 and S9 in the ESM). Recurrences or progression

were not necessarily fatal in these cohorts, e.g., stage 3

neuroblastoma without MYCN amplification had a 10-year

EFS of 64% and a 10-year OS of 86%.

3.8.3 Survival by the Grade of Remission in Stage 4 Aged

C18 Months and High-Risk Patients

The impact of remission categories on survival is shown in

Fig. 6a, b for the 1139 patients with stage 4 neuroblastoma

aged C18 months (all trials NB79–NB2004). Children with

partial remission/mixed response/stable disease (PR/MR/

SD) had a 10-year EFS of 21% compared with 32% for

those with complete remission (CR)/very good partial

remission (VGPR) (log-rank test p = 0.002). The 10-year

OS figures were 27% for PR/MR/SD and 36% for CR/

VGPR (log-rank test p = 0.021).

The influence of the remission status on the survival was

trial dependent and detectable for trials NB90 andNB2004 on

EFS and for trials NB90, NB97, and NB2004 on OS. No

impact on EFS was seen for trials NB79, NB82, NB85, and

NB97, andno impact onOSfor trialsNB79,NB82, andNB85.

Data for detailed remission categories were available from

the year 1990 onwards. The CR group was best for EFS and

OS but was small (6.1% of patients). The EFS and OS curves

did not differ from the CR and VGPR groups in trials NB90

and NB 2004. Only in trial NB97 did patients with CR have a

better EFS and OS than patients with VGPR. Categories MR
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(2.4% of all patients) and SD (3.3% of all patients) were

grouped together with the PR category (68.7%).

The high-risk group yielded a similar result: patients

with PR/MR/SD had an inferior EFS and OS compared

with patients with CR/VGPR (n = 1126; NB90, NB97,

NB2004, log-rank p \ 0.0001).

3.8.4 Survival by the Grade of Primary Tumor Resection

in Stage 4 Patients Aged C18 Months

Figure 6c, d demonstrate that if ‘‘biopsy’’ was the best

achieved operation result in patients with stage 4 disease

aged C18 months, the 10-year EFS (10%) and 10-year OS

Fig. 5 Kaplan–Meier estimates

of a, b all patients with

neuroblastoma (NB79–NB2004;

n = 4463) by trial: a event-free

survival, b overall survival; c,
d stage 4 aged C18 months at

diagnosis (NB79–NB2004;

n = 1276) by trial: c event-free

survival, d overall survival; e,
f MYCN-amplified

neuroblastoma by stage and age

(NB90–NB2004; n = 586):

e event-free survival, f overall
survival. Log-rank tests, a–
f p\ 0.001
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(12%) were inferior compared with those with higher

degrees of resection (incomplete removal: 20% EFS, 30%

OS; macroscopically complete removal 24% EFS, 29%

OS). Complete versus incomplete removal was not statis-

tically different in the total stage 4 aged C18 months group

or in single trials, with one exception: In the NB82 trial,

complete resection (n = 32) had a better EFS and OS than

did incomplete resection (n = 19) (log-rank for EFS

p = 0.017, for OS p = 0.025).

3.9 Toxicity

3.9.1 Frequencies of Death from Toxicity

Table 5 shows a proportion of 6% for toxic death during

the time of protocol therapy for patients with stage 4

neuroblastoma aged C18 months (maximum was 11.6% in

trial NB85, minimum was 3.8% in trial NB2004). Most

toxic deaths in this group were caused by chemotherapy

(including myeloablative chemotherapy; 88%), some by

surgical complications (9%), and rarely by other causes

(3%). Children with stage 1, 2, 3, 4S, or stage 4

aged\18 months at diagnosis (low and intermediate

group) had a proportion of 2% for toxic death (maximum

was 9% in trial NB79, minimum was 1% in trial NB2004).

Within this group, chemotherapy was the cause of toxic

death in 41% of cases, surgical complications in 38%, and

other events in 22%. The decrease in the frequency of toxic

death in the more recent trials is significant. Inclusion of

the tumor/toxicity cases (discrimination of the causes ‘‘by

toxicity’’ and/or ‘‘by tumor progression’’ impossible) adds

2% to the high-risk and 1% to the group with stages 1, 2, 3,

4S, or 4 aged\18 months.

MYCN status has been available since 1990: the pro-

portion of toxic deaths for high-risk patients was 4.4%

(90% by chemotherapy, 9% by operation, 1% by other).

Among children with normal MYCN status and clinically

low and intermediate risks, the proportion of toxic deaths

was 1% (22/2042; 54% by operations, 41% by

chemotherapy, 5% by other causes).

3.9.2 Time Intervals between Chemotherapy Cycles

as a Measure of Toxicity

The median time interval from day 1 of the first cycle to

day 1 of the second chemotherapy cycle was 24 days (all

Fig. 6 Kaplan–Meier estimates

of patients with neuroblastoma

stage 4 aged C18 months

(NB79–NB2004; n = 1139) by

remission categories (a,c) and

by grade of surgical resection

(b,d): a event-free survival (log-

rank test complete remission/

very good partial remission vs.

partial remission/mixed

response/stable disease

p = 0.002), c overall survival

(log-rank test complete

remission/very good partial

remission vs. partial remission/

mixed response/stable disease

p = 0.021); stage 4

aged C18 months by best

achieved grade of surgical

resection (NB79–NB2004;

n = 1116): b event-free

survival (log-rank test biopsy

vs. incomplete p\ 0.001;

incomplete vs. complete

p = 0.807), d overall survival

(log-rank test biopsy vs.

incomplete p\ 0.001;

incomplete vs. complete

p = 0.270). CR complete

remission, MR mixed response,

PR partial remission, SD

stable disease, VGPR very good

partial remission
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trials). The time interval increased to 26 days from the

second to the third cycle (day 1/day 1). The intervals were

21/23 days in trial NB79, 23/23 days for NB82, 26/28 days

for NB85, 28/28 days for NB90, 23/24 days for NB97, and

24/25 days for NB2004.

3.9.3 Frequencies of Late Sequelae

The most frequent late sequelae among all 3869 patients

surviving C1 year after diagnosis were renal dysfunctions

(5.9%), hypothyroidism (4.7%), auditory impairment

(4.1%), spine deformities (3.1%), second malignancies

(2.0%), other growth abnormalities, e.g., short stature

(1.8%), hepatic dysfunction (1.1%), cardiologic impair-

ment (0.9%), and neurological sequelae (0.4%).

Table 6 demonstrates the frequencies restricted to the

group of patients with stage 4 disease aged C18 months.

The ranking order is similar but the frequency is signifi-

cantly higher. Differences between the trials were noticed.

Renal dysfunctions were most frequently observed in trial

NB90 and decreased thereafter. In contrast, hypothy-

roidism and hearing impairment were increasingly detec-

ted. An exorbitant proportion of second malignancies

(8.9%) was observed in trial NB90, mainly in the mainte-

nance chemotherapy arm. They were diagnosed up to

22 years after diagnosis. After closing that arm, the risk

dropped back to 1–2% (maximum follow-up time was

19 years).

4 Discussion

The incidence of neuroblastoma has changed, the thera-

peutic intensity has been both reduced and intensified, and

the survival probabilities have increased over recent dec-

ades in Germany. The strength of the present study is the

97% relative frequency of participation in six consecutive

national clinical trials of patients known to the central

German Childhood Cancer Registry at the University of

Mainz. All trials were devoted to ‘‘neuroblastoma’’ in its

entirety and not limited to selected sub-cohorts.

There are several limitations to this study. The number

of patients with neuroblastoma who were not reported to

the central German Childhood Cancer Registry is unknown

and, although the collection quota after the late 1980s is

assumed to exceed 95%, this figure remains speculative.

The frequency of participation in clinical trials was also not

100%. Thus, the analyzed cohort may be considered rep-

resentative but remains incomplete. Furthermore, the

number of patients per year in Germany is statistically

small, and the time period per trial and the related number

of patients varied considerably. The diagnostic tools, e.g.,

the radiological imaging, histological, cytological, bio-

chemical, and molecular techniques, improved signifi-

cantly from 1979 to 2015 and, although key diagnostics

were centrally reviewed, there were exceptions and not all

patients had centrally reviewed procedures. Only three

randomized controlled trials (RCTs) were conducted for

high-risk patients during the analyzed period. Not all

patients received the recommended treatment, and the

grade of compliance was not evaluated (in order to analyze

an unselected series of patients). No discrimination was

made between ‘‘treatment per protocol’’ and ‘‘violation of

protocol’’ (by drug dose, omission of drugs, use of other

treatment elements, etc.). Finally, the developing skills of

the medical professions (‘‘learning curves’’) were not

considered, e.g., the surgeon’s understanding of useful

aggressiveness, pediatric therapy of neutropenic febrile

episodes, etc.

4.1 The Change in Neuroblastoma Incidence

The observed increase in neuroblastoma of 7% per

10 years, particularly for stages 1–3 and stage 4S, does not

truly indicate that more neuroblastomas have developed in

recent times in Germany. The principal ability of low-risk

tumors for spontaneous regression is well-known. The

approximately twofold higher incidence rate of

Table 5 Frequencies of toxic

death by trial
Stages 1–3/4S/4 aged\18 mo Stage 4 aged C18 mo

By toxicity By toxicity and tumor By toxicity By toxicity and tumor

n/N % n/N % n/N % n/N %

NB79 10/115 8.8 1/115 0.9 5/73 6.8 2/73 2.7

NB82 4/145 2.8 5/145 3.4 5/70 7.1 3/70 4.3

NB85 8/276 2.9 2/276 0.7 15/129 11.6 1/129 0.8

NB90 25/639 3.9 6/639 0.9 20/294 6.8 7/294 2.4

NB97 13/919 1.4 3/919 0.3 15/281 5.3 5/281 1.8

NB2004 12/1091 1.1 4/1091 0.4 16/425 3.8 7/425 1.6

All 72/3185 2.3 21/3181 0.7 76/1272 6.0 25/1272 2.0

Cochrane–Armitage P = 0.010 P = 0.001
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neuroblastomas in areas with neuroblastoma screening

programs suggests that the undetected cases in areas

without screening very likely developed but also regressed

spontaneously [11]. After the end of the screening program

in Germany, the incidence continued to be somewhat

higher than before the screening. It is possible that a greater

awareness and improved diagnostic facilities may play a

role in this increase. Comparing incidence data from some

sufficiently large and reliable registries (Australia, Canada,

Netherlands, Norway, Switzerland, England, Wales, the

Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results [SEER]

program in the US White population) a general increase

was observed except for Norway and Switzerland [16, 17].

The largest increases were seen in Germany and Canada,

both of which had a screening program.

Significant differences in incidences between countries

have been reported. The standardized incidence rates of

neuroblastoma per 1 million population aged 0–14 years

varied between 3.8 (Mexico), 4.7 (Chile), 5.9 (Brazil), 8.3

(Argentina), 9.1 (Uruguay), 10.4 (USA), 10.9 (Europe),

and 13.7 (Germany) [18]. An association between the

global neuroblastoma incidence variations and socioeco-

nomic status was assumed [19]. In non-metropolitan areas

(USA), under-reporting and environmental factors were

suspected as potential causes for the lower incidence [20].

For Germany, the cause for the increased incidence of low-

risk patients may be related to diagnostic awareness but

remains unclear.

The increase in stage 4 disease among infants aged 0

to\1 year and the decrease in the group aged between 1

and\2 years may result from earlier diagnosis.

4.2 The Change to Earlier Diagnoses

The observed younger median age at diagnosis (decrease

from 23 to 15 months for all stages) resulted mainly from

earlier diagnosis of low- and intermediate-risk patients

(Table 2). If the stage 4 cohort was restricted to the high-

risk group aged C18 months, the median age at diagnosis

remained at 41 months. The neuroblastoma screening

project already demonstrated that the occurrence of high-

risk neuroblastoma was not influenced by screening for

neuroblastoma at 1 year [11]. This study adds that the age

at presentation of the high-risk group remained unchanged.

The increase of the median age of stage 4S infants by

roughly 1 month may be explained by diagnostic restraint.

The day of biopsy counted as the day of diagnosis, and

biopsies were more delayed among the low-risk young

infants. The widened diagnostic criteria for stage 4S in

Germany must be kept in mind and is reflected by, for

example, the higher percentage of stage 4S cases in Ger-

many (11%) compared with other countries such as Italy

(8%) [21].

The earlier diagnosis for all neuroblastoma must not be

confused with the start of neuroblastoma growth in the

patient.

4.3 Disease Site Changes and Risk Factors

Major changes in disease presentation and the composition

of risk groups were not detected between the trials, with

some exceptions. The number of unknown primaries

decreased, which likely resulted from improved radiolog-

ical imaging techniques. The decreasing incidence of liver

metastasis (from 25 to 10%) and the increasing detection of

lung/pleura metastasis (from 3 to 6%) cannot be explained.

The proportions of abnormal LDH, ferritin, and chromo-

some 1p remained largely constant between the trials, with

the exception of trial NB97 and its higher proportion of

low-risk patients.

The cause of the MYCN amplification increase only in

the stage 4 group aged C18 months from 27% (NB97) to

35% (NB2004) is unclear. Different laboratory routines are

unlikely, since the assignment to the categories ‘‘amplified

Table 6 Reported late effects

in patients with stage 4 disease

aged[18 months

surviving C1 year after

diagnosis

Trial NB79 NB82 NB85 NB90 NB97 NB04 All

N 46 47 91 235 250 364 1019

Renal impairment 0 2.1 4.4 19.6 13.2 4.7 9.9

Thyroid dysfunction 0 0 3.3 4.7 10 16.2 9.6

Hearing loss 0 0 1.1 3.8 8.4 10.2 6.7

Second malignancya 0 0 1.1 8.9 1.2 1.9 3.1

Growth retardation 0 4.3 2.2 4.7 2 1.9 2.6

Hepatopathy 0 0 0 3 1.6 4.1 2.6

Spine deformaties 0 0 2.2 4.7 1.6 0.8 2

Cardiovascular dysfunction 0 2.1 1.1 2.1 1.6 0.8 1.4

Peripheral neuropathy 0 0 0 0.4 0.8 0.5 0.5

Data are presented as %
a Second malignancies without time restrictions: any time after diagnosis (median time of observed cases

70 months, minimum 12 months, maximum 253 months)
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MYCN’’ versus ‘‘non-amplified MYCN’’ required consistent

results from two independent laboratories. The detection

methods and the cut-offs were not changed. High

throughput molecular data were not available for a clari-

fying comparative investigation.

4.4 Surgery Alone for Low-Risk Neuroblastoma

De Bernardi et al. [22] demonstrated that surgery alone is an

effective and safe treatment for children with stage 1 (5-year

EFS 94%, 5-year OS 94%, n = 288) and stage 2 (5-year EFS

83%, 5-year OS 93%, n = 123) neuroblastoma if theMYCN

status is normal. The Children’s Oncology Group [23] also

reported excellent survival data for patients with stage 1 and

2 disease (5-year EFS 89%, 5-year OS 97%, n = 915). Two

to four cycles of chemotherapy were restricted to patients

with organ- or life-threatening symptoms that could not be

relieved by surgery and were applied in 115 children (13%).

There were no differences in EFS or OS between patients

treated with surgery alone and those with immediate

chemotherapy. The German NB97 trial treated infants with

stage 1, 2, and 3 neuroblastoma with surgery alone if the

patients had no organ- or life-threatening symptoms. The

EFS differed significantly between resected and unresected

tumors (3-year EFS for 190 patients with resected 85 vs. 56%

for 93 patients with unresected tumors), the OS proportions

were identical (98 vs. 99%) [24]. Thismeans that recurrences

were successfully treated with second-line

surgery ± chemotherapy. The proportion of patients with

neuroblastoma who never received chemotherapy (at first

line or recurrence) increased from 28% (NB85) to 60%

(NB2004) for stages 1, 2, and 3 for all ages (Fig. 4). The

feasibility of the ‘‘surgery alone concept’’ for stage 3 disease

is supported by a retrospective institutional series of 14

patients treated by surgery only (A) in comparison with 39

patients who received pre-surgical chemotherapy with and

without pre-surgical radiotherapy (B) [25]. The 10-year OS

rates were 85% (A) and 97% (B) (log-rank p = 0.2). More

than one-third of those patients were aged[24 months (A:

5/14; B:16/39). Altogether, the discussed data support the

usefulness of the ‘‘surgery alone’’ concept for stages 1, 2, and

3, provided there are no dangerous symptoms requiring

immediate chemotherapy. The discrimination of stage 3

intermediate-risk from low-risk has not yet been solved. The

currently used age cut-off needs to be confirmed or substi-

tuted, for example, by molecular profiling.

4.5 Cyclic Chemotherapy for High-Risk

Neuroblastoma

The major cooperative groups considered carboplatin/cis-

platin, cyclophosphamide/ifosfamide, doxorubicin, etopo-

side, and vincristine as key cytostatic drugs. They were

used in various combinations with varying doses and

application schedules and timing [26–30 and K. Mat-

sumoto and M. Kumagai personal communication]

(Table S5 in the ESM). The drugs were given in cycles

lasting 3–8 days and required breaks of 2–3 weeks, mainly

to recover from myelotoxicity. Dacarbazine, pirarubicine,

topotecan, and vindesine were adopted by single groups for

standard induction chemotherapy. Almost all drugs were

selected by in vitro efficacy and/or by ‘‘clinical experi-

ence’’ [27], and their real impact is difficult to estimate.

Randomized studies [29, 30] were the exceptions, which

was due to the statistically low number of available

patients. The increase in the EFS proportions obtained by

all major study groups to a similar degree is surprising in

view of the different doses, infusion times, and cycle

structures. Researchers should keep in mind that the key

group ‘‘stage 4 aged C18 months’’ is rarely reported alone

and that the specific contribution of various other high-risk

groups (e.g., MYCN-amplified localized neuroblastomas,

stage 3 with unfavorable histology) are rarely highlighted.

From over 3 decades of experience at the national and the

international level, it appears unlikely that a re-design of

cycles with known drugs alone will result in major steps

forward.

4.6 Myeloablative Therapy for High-Risk

Neuroblastoma

Three randomized trials on the use of myeloablative ther-

apy with autologous stem cell transplantation have been

published, and these demonstrated an advantage of

myeloablative therapy in terms of EFS [31]. One major

institution omitted the myeloablative regimen as a standard

if consolidated with immunotherapy and isotretinoin [32];

others showed the feasibility and potential use of tandem

transplants [34–35]. Tandem transplants are now the stan-

dard first-line therapy in the USA [33]. Busulfan/melphalan

demonstrated a myeloablative regimen that is superior to

melphalan/carboplatin/etoposide [36], but both combina-

tions are still widely used (Table S5 in the ESM).

Haploidentical stem cell reconstitution together with

interleukin-2 and antibody consolidation therapy [37] relies

more on an immunotherapeutic concept than on eradication

of residual tumor cells by myeloablative doses. This con-

cept is still experimental.

4.7 Surgical Therapy for High-Risk Neuroblastoma

A systematic review including 13 studies on the use of

aggressive surgical resection in stage 4 neuroblastoma [38]

concluded that gross total resection resulted in a better

5-year disease-free survival probability than subtotal

resection (pooled odds ratio [OR] 1.55; 95% CI 1.12–2.14;
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1665 patients). The 5-year OS probabilities were not

improved (pooled OR 1.36; 95% CI 0.96–1.91; 1778

patients). The series in our study was confined to patients

with stage 4 aged C18 months (n = 1116) and demon-

strated superimposable EFS and OS curves up to 25 years

between complete and incomplete resection (log-rank

p = 0.270 for EFS, p = 0.834 for OS). In contrast, dis-

tinctly inferior EFS and OS were detected for the small

group (9.8%) with biopsies only. Since the best achieved

surgical result per patient was used for this analysis (pa-

tients may have had several surgical procedures), the

technical resectability, the aggressiveness of the pediatric

surgeon, and the primary response to the preceding

chemotherapy may all play a role. Furthermore, radio-

therapy to the primary tumor may compensate for partial

unresectability as shown for patients who still had active

tumor residuals at the end of induction chemotherapy [39].

Overall, the use of technically difficult and long-lasting

operations on high-risk primary tumors cannot be taken for

granted.

4.8 Long-Term Survival

The 10-year EFS of the total cohort in this study improved

from 44% (NB79) to 63% (NB97), and the 10-year OS

increased from 46% (NB79) to 75% (NB97). The 10-year

survival proportions of the NB2004 study are lower (55%

for EFS, 72% for OS). A detailed analysis is due in 2018.

The Italian neuroblastoma group reported an increase in the

10-year OS from 35 to 65% in 2216 children diagnosed

between 1979 and 2005 [21]. Moroz et al. [40] analyzed

the data of 11,037 children who were reported to the

International Neuroblastoma Risk Group (INRG) project

from Australia, Europe (including the German data), Japan,

and North America and described an increase in 5-year

EFS from 43% during 1974–1989 to 68% during

1997–2002, and an increase in 5-year OS from 47 to 77%.

Thus, large cooperative groups observed a significant total

increase of the survival proportions for patients with

neuroblastoma.

While the low-risk neuroblastoma group showed an

excellent outcome worldwide and only the treatment

intensity varied, the survival of patients with high-risk

neuroblastoma is still in the range of 30% after 10 years for

the core group and must be regarded as more than unsat-

isfactory. Results are often difficult to compare since the

‘‘core group’’ (stage 4 aged C18 months with and without

MYCN amplification) is often diluted by other subgroups

that are treated as high risk, such as stage 3 with unfa-

vorable histology and MYCN-amplified stages 1, 2, and 3.

The North American Children’s Oncology Group (COG)

included stage 4 aged 1–18 years, stage 3 with unfavorable

histology or abnormal ferritin, and stages 1–3 and 4S with

amplification into the high-risk group. The 5-year OS

among 3352 patients increased from 29% (1990–1994) to

34% (1995–1999), to 47% (2000–2004), and to 50%

(2005–2010) [41]. In 301 Japanese patients with stage 4

disease aged[1 year, the 5-year OS rates were 33–34% for

the subgroup with MYCN amplification (Germany 34%)

and 39–42% for the subgroup with normal MYCN [42]

(Germany 47%). The 10-year OS of 929 Italian children

with stage 4 was 29% [21] (Germany 28%). Taking into

account the various inclusion criteria, the outcome of high-

risk neuroblastoma has been somewhat improved over the

recent 3 decades without obvious major differences

between the study groups. However, the levels achieved, of

roughly 30% EFS and 35% OS after 10 years, remain

disappointing. The curves continue to fall further up to

20 years (Tables S8 and S9 in the ESM, Fig. 5c, d).

Different results were obtained for the subgroups of

infants with MYCN-amplified metastatic neuroblastoma.

Canete et al. [43] reported 24 patients with stage 4 disease

and ten infants with stage 4S disease. The OS after 2 years

was 30% for both groups. The 5-year OS for German

patients was 37% for stage 4 aged\18 months (n = 118)

and 45% for stage 4S (n = 39) (Table S8 in the ESM). The

differences cannot be explained, and the different defini-

tions for infants for stage 4S and stage 4 are unlikely to

account for it.

In our opinion, the general implications of our study are

(1) the presented data may be regarded as representative for

neuroblastoma in general as well as for subgroups,

although limitations exist; (2) the observed trends in the

neuroblastoma incidence may be influenced by increased

diagnostic awareness and by the phenomenon of sponta-

neous regression; (3) the reported improved survival of

high-risk neuroblastoma is a global phenomenon.

The therapeutic approaches all observed the ‘‘maximum

therapy approach,’’ but differed in details (doses and timing

of cyclic chemotherapy, use and aggressiveness of other

therapeutic elements). The grade of improvement remains

unsatisfactory and is associated with severe late sequelae

for a substantial fraction of the long-term survivors.

Future research should focus on the following areas:

1. The implementation of new molecular patterns and

characteristics. These promise to optimize the alloca-

tion of patients to the various risk groups, which are

treated very differently, and to optimally identify

potential targetable molecules and pathways right from

the initial diagnosis and from relapse [44–46].

2. The realization of internationally coordinated, phase

II–IV RCTs. The great potential of targeted therapies

for neuroblastoma has been recently reviewed [47].

The pharmacological inhibition of the mutated or

amplified anaplastic large-cell lymphoma kinase is a
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promising example in this field [48, 49]. Since the

proportion of targetable molecules is so low [44],

international collaboration is mandatory. The pivotal

role of RCTs cannot be overemphasized and also

applies for phase II, III, and IV trials. In retrospect, the

paucity of RCTs during the 37-year period represents

the most substantial shortcoming of the German

neuroblastoma trial history.

3. The exploitation of the anti-neuroblastoma capacity of

the patient’s immune system. This field has gained

much interest since the landmark study by Yu et al.

[50], who used the anti-ganglioside GD2 antibody

ch14.18, sargramostine (granulocyte macrophage-col-

ony stimulating factor [GM-CSF]), interleukin-2, and

isotretinoin. Other immunotherapeutic approaches

with a focus on natural killer (NK) cells, T cells,

chimeric antigen receptor T (CAR-T) cells, and

macrophages have been recently developed

[37, 51, 52] but are still in preclinical or early clinical

phases and need to demonstrate their potential

usefulness.

5 Conclusion

The incidence of neuroblastoma has increased over the

recent 3 decades in Germany, it is diagnosed earlier in life,

and the risk factor profiles within the risk categories remain

largely unchanged. The 10-year OS probabilities for all

patients improved by 26%. More than half of patients with

stage 1–3 disease did not need chemotherapy at any time

and had an excellent outcome. The survival probabilities of

high-risk patients have improved since 1980, but they are

still unsatisfactory, and these survivors show a high burden

of late sequelae. This representative and unselected series

of patients may provide a useful source for future studies in

defined sub-cohorts.
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